Abstract-Ultrasound
INTRODUCTION
Crystallization is an important chemical operating unit widely used in the separation and purification of value-added pharmaceuticals, fine chemicals and materials. On-line realtime spectroscopic instrument is a Process Analytical Technology (PAT) [1] . It has been broadly employed in crystallization process optimization and control for preparing high quality crystalline products. Different process analytical technologies have been applied to crystallization processes. For example, the Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared (ATR-FTIR) [2] [3] [4] [5] and the Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (Uvvis) [6] [7] [8] were used to measure solution concentration and supersaturation, while the Focused Beam Reflectance Measurement (FBRM) [9] [10] [11] was used for the characterization of the size of crystals. And Raman spectroscopy and XRD [12, 13] were used for the identification of polymorphs. In recent years, on-line Ultrasonic Attenuation Spectroscopy (UAS) [14] [15] [16] has attracted more and more attention for the characterization of crystal size and size distribution. Crystal size distribution is a vital property for crystalline products. Since it can have impact on dissolution rate, processing ability (e.g. filtration efficiency and flowability), and drug bioavailability.
Using ultrasound for particle measurement has many advantages, similar to the light scattering method. Because sound waves can penetrate most of materials, such as colored material or even opaque substances, making ultrasonic measurement as a non-dilution, fast and reliable on-line particle size and Particle Size Distribution (PSD) measurement technology [17] . The purpose of this study is to explore the application of UAS in the crystallization process: kinetics, online real-time measurement and simulation of particle size and PSD. A new developed ultrasound-based device for measuring the PSD of crystallization is used in the crystallization of the Aspirin (ASA) in ethanol. From the microscopic nucleation and growth law, the kinetic model of crystallization process is established based on the experiment and the Population Balance Model (PBM). The finite difference method is used to solve the particle balance equation, thereby simulating the PSD of the actual crystallization process. The feasibility and reliability of ultrasonic application in on-line measurement of crystallization process are verified through comparison of the simulated and experimental values.
II. ULTRASONNIC MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE
Its strength will change when the sound waves penetrate the suspension. The attenuation of sound waves can be measured. There are many mathematical models for particle two-phase flow system. The ECAH model is getting increasing attention [18] . Through the processing of a mathematical model related to the propagation of ultrasonic waves in suspension, the ultrasonic propagation velocity and attenuation coefficient are correlated with the particle characterization, such as particle size distribution and concentration [19] . Its measurement principle can be described as: the physical properties of the continuous phase and the particle are known. A suitable theoretical model is then described about the propagation of sound waves in suspension liquid, which has an arbitrary predetermined PSD and concentration. Finally, the predicted theoretical sound attenuation and velocity spectra are obtained. For data reproduction, this step usually gets a model matrix which reflects the relationship between particle system and sound attenuation. The acoustic attenuation coefficient and the velocity of the unknown samples were then measured with the model matrix, the PSD and concentration were obtained by inversion of the data. The above process is illustrated by the following figure. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. Experimental Device
The experiment were carried out in a jacketed 1000 mL glass. The liquid in the glass is stirred with a stirring rate of 0 ~ 3500 r·min -1 . The crystallization temperature is controlled by the circulating water bath with measuring accuracy of ± 0.01 ℃. The reaction vessel was equipped with an UAS and ATR-FTIR probe. An ATR-FTIR ReactIR 4000 system from Mettler-Toledo (Schwerzenbach, Switzerland) was used. Nanosonic(National Instruments, Pharmavision (QINGDAO) intelligent technology LTD, China) is used for in situ measurements of the PSD. The volume particle size distribution is measured by this equipment using the ECAH model with the range of 20 nm -1000 μm in high resolution. Meanwhile, the particles in the solution are monitored on-line by the probe-type turbidity meter (Trb 8300, Mettler-Toledo, Switzerland), which is used to determine the nucleation time and calculate the nucleation time. 
B. Materials
Acetylsalicylic acid (>99%, Aladdin Industrial Corporation, China), ethanol (99.9%, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent, China), and deionized water were used in all experiments.
C. Experimental Program
A series of cooling crystallization experiments was carried out at different temperatures (25-50 ℃ ) and stirring rates (100-200 r·min -1 ) to determine kinetics and thermodynamic data. In each of these experiments, a certain amount of Aspirin crystals was dissolved completely in the ethanol by heating it up. The solution was severe-cooled (at a rate of 0.2 ℃·min -1 ) to the desired set-temperature. Then temperature was kept constant. The cooling process was monitored using Nanosonic and ATR-FTIR. At the end of each experiment, the final particle size is extracted and observed by a microscope to measure particle size by off-line sampling of the particle (a certain time interval). All the data were collected to calculate the suspension density.
IV. KINETICS OF CRYSTALLIZATION
Crystallization kinetics studies the basic law of nucleation and crystal growth, which is the basis of the simulation of crystallization. In any crystallization circumstance, many different phenomena may be scanning, including: nucleation, growth, breakage, agglomeration and dissolution. These phenomena form the kinetic sub models in crystallization. The description of phenomena confirms the description of kinetic formulas applied to the PBM. Nucleation and growth are the two primary phenomena and they are surrounded by masses of crystallization models found in literatures. These rates are contradictive synchronously [20, 21] , and are identified by detailed functions. Miscellaneous nucleation and growth rate models have been recorded in literatures [22, 23] . According to the description of material being crystallized, the parameters of these models are different. In this work, the ASA-ethanol system will be the system used. In this study, the authors use the commonly empirical models ( (1) and (2)) for both kinetic rates.
Where c is the solute concentration in the solution and c* is the saturation concentration. It must be noted that the effects of the suspension density, MT and the mixing rates, NT on the nucleation rate are included in (1) . Kb, b, kg and g are unknown kinetic parameters to be determined from experiments.
A. Population Balance Model
Seeing the crystallization process is a particulate one, Hulbert and Katz [24] devised the population balance theory as a method to modeling of the crystallization process. This theory suggested the method to use a balance to confirm the number of crystals. According to the balance, a distribution of crystals in two scales will be obtained. This theory can generate the conclusive presentation of the totally dynamic distribution of particle size.
According to the book named Theory of Particulate Processes, Randolph and Larson [25] explain the development of the population balance model. For batch cooling
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crystallization with size independent growth, the resulting crystal population balance equation (PBE) is shown as below.
The first term in (3) represents the accumulation of crystal numbers in the size range from Li-1 to Li, while the second term represents the net flux of particles through the size range with crystal growth (G). The third term, B represents birth of crystals.
B. Moment Method
The moment method reported by Hulbert and Katz [24] and later modified by others [25] can frequently be applicable to calculate the nucleation rate B and growth rate G from the PSD. The jth moment is defined as
Where the first four moments are of extraordinary interest; they have relation to total number, length, area, and volume of solid per unit volume of suspension. Randolph and Larson [25] showed that for nucleation and growth alone, the moments may be produced by the ordinary differential equation.
When the time interval is small, (5) can be rewritten as:
A. Solubility and Supersolubility
In this study, the gravimetry was applied to measure the solubility of ASA in the ethanol within the temperature range from 298.15 to 339.15 K. The measurement of the supersolubility of ASA in ethanol is based on turbidity meter. Measurement of supersolubility can determine the width of metastable zone. The key of the former is to capture the visual image of the first batch of nuclei, and the measurement of supersolubility will influence the stirring rate and experimental temperature. The measured metastable zone is shown in Figure  3 
B. Particle Number Density
The particle size distribution was measured by using UAS in situ. The output result of this device is the volume PSD. (9) can transform the volume of PSD to the number of PSD, we use the number of PSD in this paper:
Where V i is the volume fraction of the particle in the ith size range, L i is the arithmetic mean of the upper and lower sizes of the ith size range and △Li is the difference between them
C. Slurry Suspension Density
The suspension density is the sum of the crystal quality in the whole particle size range per unit volume. It is an important parameter for nucleation (see (1)), and a very important operational parameter for the crystallizer. The suspension density can be calculated by the following formula: (6) and (7) with the results of particle size analysis, the kinetic parameters of empirical formula (1) and (2) 
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E. Comparison of Experimental Result and Simulation
In order to further illustrate the reliability and feasibility of the new crystallization kinetic measurement device with ultrasound in this study, the experimental and simulated values of the growth rate and nucleation rate were shown in Figures 4 and 5. As can be seen from these figures, the points (open and filled circles) are basically close to the diagonal. This means that calculation results are consistent with the experiment. The relative errors are drawn in the figure by the dotted line. Due to the randomness and complexity of the crystallization process, the relative errors in the initial stage of crystallization are larger, and then it is in a small range.
FIGURE IV. EXPERIMENTAL GROWTH RATES VERSUS PREDICTIVE VALUE FROM THE KINETIC MODEL FIGURE V. EXPERIMENTAL NUCLEATION RATES VERSUS PREDICTIVE VALUE FROM THE KINETIC MODEL VI. SIMULATION OF THE PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
A. Discretisation of the Population Balance
According to Ali and Jose [26] , the PBE is transformed into a set of linear differential equations by means of discretisation. As can be seen from below, the distance between discrete crystal sizes is determined by a geometric series. It is very important that this family of equations can be used to design (and modify) the range of any crystal size distribution. The discrete form of (3) and the general equation describing the size of a crystal is:
Where Ni represents the total number of particles in the ith size interval from Li-1 to Li, Li is the size (m) of the ith size range. L0 is the lowest size at which the measurement device registers a reading.
The solute concentration in ethanol, c, can be determined by the material balance by the following equation:
Where M is molecular mass of ASA, k V is the volume shape factor, and ρ c is the crystal density. In this work we set the crystal density ρ c equal to 1350 g·kg -1 and the volume shape factor k V to π/6. The following initial and boundary conditions are used to the PBE and the material balance:
Where B is the nucleation rate, and n0 and c0 are the initial PSD and solute concentration.
B. Measurement and Simulation Results of PSD
PSDs of the crystallization at different times are measured and results are shown in Figure 6 . At the early stage (the first 10 min), the solution is burst into nuclei because of the high degree of saturation, and the emergence of a large number of nuclei makes the size range of the particle distribution smaller. The formation of crystal nucleus causes the decrease of saturation of the solution. As time elapses, the system enters a stable period of crystal nucleation and growing. At 90 min, the PSD is concentrated, and the size range of the particle distribution is larger.
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Combined with the research system and the kinetics experimental results, we set L0 equal to 0.06 μm for the nucleus size and Lm equal to 1000 μm for the largest crystal size. Here, m is equal to 300 for the finite element numbers. The geometry constant b can be calculated by (17) :
Equations (13) - (18) can be solved together with (19) using MATLAB ode45 solver. We compared the PSD measured by the UAS and the simulated result obtained by the finite difference method (FD). The results is shown in Figure 7 for a cooling rate of 0.2 ℃·min -1 and a stirring rate of 100 r·min -1 . There is a good agreement between the two sets of data. The change of PSD in different time periods is then shown in Figure 8 (The small chart at the upper right corner is magnified by the final state of PSD). The width where the volume fraction of the PSD is 5% is marked at the 90s min and the end time, respectively. The former is 6.4 μm, the latter is about 5.3 μm. PSD is getting narrower. At the 10s min, the early growth (nucleation dominated), the bulk of the crystal nucleus consume the solute rapidly, and the supersaturation changes obviously. So that the particle is concentrated in the small size region, the PSD curve is wide, and the distribution is scattering. At the end of the crystallization, as t equal to 140s min, the crystal sizes are uniform, when the distribution is concentrated. A comparison of the simulated and experimental (see Figure 6 ) PSD profiles for different times shows that the former one has a good consistent with the crystallization mechanism. This illustrates that there is a feasibility and reliability in real-time on-line measurement of the PSD in the crystallization based on ultrasound. As can be seen on the microscope pictures in Figure 9 , the mean size of the final crystals is 85μm. A good agreement is observed with Figure 8 . The batch cooling crystallization of ASA in ethanol was monitored by two in situ process analytical technologies, ATR-FTIR spectroscopy and Nanosonic which is based on UAS. In terms of thermodynamics, the solution metastable zone was determined by measuring the solubility and supersolubility. As for kinetics, the nucleation rate and growth rate equation were obtained vias multiple linear regression analysis.
A comparision of experimental and simulated result for the nucleation rate and the growth rate is conducted. The relative error was small, showing a good agreement of the model. Finally, the PSD of ASA at different times at a certain crystallization condition was calculated by the PBM, and compared with the experimental results. It also showed a good agreement. 
